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Abstract
The electronic structure of hydrogen impurity in Lu2O3 was studied by first-principles calculations and muonium spectroscopy.

The computational scheme was based on two methods: first, a semi-local functional of conventional density-functional theory
(DFT) and secondly a DFT+U approach which accounts for the on-site correlation of the 4f electrons via an effective Hubbard-
type interaction. Three different types of stable configurations were found for hydrogen depending upon its charge state. In
its negatively-charged and neutral states, hydrogen favors interstitial configurations residing either at the unoccupied sites of
the oxygen sublattice or at the empty cube centers surrounded by the lanthanide ions. In contrast, the positively-charged state
stabilized only as a bond configuration, where hydrogen binds to oxygen ions.

Overall, the results between the two methods agree in the ordering of the formation energies of the different impurity
configurations, though within DFT+U the charge-transition (electrical) levels are found at Fermi-level positions with higher
energies. Both methods predict that hydrogen is an amphoteric defect in Lu2O3 if the lowest-energy configurations are used
to obtain the charge-transition, thermodynamic levels.

The calculations of hyperfine constants for the neutral interstitial configurations show a predominantly isotropic hyperfine
interaction with two distinct values of 926 and 1061 MHz for the Fermi-contact term originating from the two corresponding
interstitial positions of hydrogen in the lattice. These high values are consistent with the muonium spectroscopy measurements
which also reveal a strongly isotropic hyperfine signature for the neutral muonium fraction with a magnitude slightly larger
(1130 MHz) from the ab-initio results (after scaling with the magnetic moments of the respective nuclei).

PACS numbers: 71.55.Ht, 76.75.+i, 71.75.Mb, 71.15.Nc, 71.20.Ps

I. INTRODUCTION

Lanthanide sesquioxides of the M2O3 stoichiometry
(M a trivalent lanthanide cation) have attracted consid-
erable interest in many industrial applications in cataly-
sis, solid-state lighting, oxygen and hydrogen storage and
as permanent magnets.1 These oxides are also promising
in high-κ technology as potential gate materials in the
next generation of field-effect transistors. They possess
high dielectric constants (∼ 30)2 and can act as insula-
tors with gap widths up to 6 eV,2 enabling band offsets
with respect to the adjoining semiconductor of over 1 eV,
thus minimizing carrier injection into its bands by acting
as potential barriers.2,3 Lanthanide sesquioxides are also
thermodynamically stable in contact with Si, inhibiting
the formation of thin insulating layers at the interface.2

A good control of the oxide behavior in these diverse
applications requires a fundamental understanding of the
types of defects that can be created, either inside the ox-
ide or at the interface with the surrounding vapour or
other material components. Defects or dopants may ap-
pear in semiconductors and insulators at any stage of
the system, from initial growth conditions to ageing of
fully developed devices2,4–6 affecting their properties and
reliability. Hydrogen is an ubiquitous impurity, which
can be unintentionally incorporated during the growth

environment,7 in particular in the presence of water for
Lu2O3.

8 Hydrogen exhibits complex behaviour when in-
troduced in semiconductors and dielectrics.9,10 It can act
as an amphoteric impurity interacting with other dopants
present in the material, where it may counteract the elec-
tric conductivity by passivating these dopant sources; or
it can enable a donor level close to the conduction band,
thus inducing n-type conductivity.7 When samples are
exposed to source gases containing hydrogen (up to about
1000oC for all practically obtainable water-vapour lev-
els), either in the form of interstitial protons or hydrox-
ide ions,11,12, it will dominate the ionic conductivity of
the material at low temperatures.11,12

Very limited theoretical studies of the defect physics
of lanthanide oxides have been performed to date.6,13

The main reason is that, from a theoretical perspec-
tive, their electronic structure is quite challenging.
These materials are mixed valence systems, character-
ized by the highly localized 4f -electron states of the lan-
thanide that couple strongly with the spd states.14,15

The strong electron-electron correlation within these f -
electron shells is poorly described by local (LDA) or
semi-local (GGA) functionals based on density-functional
theory (DFT). Instead, these functionals, due to an in-
complete cancellation of the Coulomb self-interaction,
favour delocalization15 for the (partially)-occupied f -
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states, therefore resulting in an incorrect description of
the insulating properties of the oxides.14,16

In principle, the self-interaction error and the inade-
quate description of correlations can be partly corrected
by employing hybrid-functional approaches, where a por-
tion of the Hartree-Fock exact exchange is included.14

For magnetically-ordered phases, such hybrid function-
als significantly improve the description of the electronic
structure of d- and f -electron systems, when compared
to direct and inverse photo-emission experiments.14

This improvement is achieved by splitting the partially
occupied d- and f -states into occupied and unoccu-
pied manifolds.14 Accurate electronic-structure studies
of lanthanide/rare-earth sesquioxides and CeO2 have
also been carried out by employing hybrid functionals
(HSE03 and HSE06), and the screened exchange LDA
(sX-LDA).16 It has been observed that these methods
describe the strongly correlated f -electrons quite well,
yielding the correct band-gaps and trends across the lan-
thanide series. sX-LDA also tends to predict the un-
occupied 4f levels at higher energies, leading to a bet-
ter agreement with experiments,16 when compared to the
G0W0@LDA+U results.17

However, the use of hybrid functionals in studies of
defects is computationally demanding, especially when
dealing with lanthanide systems where the 4f electrons
are part of the valence-electron shells. Such use is also
not exempt of errors when employed in conjunction with
certain types of pseudopotentials, i.e. ultrasoft or norm-
conserving pseudopotentials.18

For the present work, DFT calculations were carried
out to study the hydrogen impurity in Lu2O3. Lu2O3

possesses a full 4f -electron shell and due to the ad-
vantage of the spin-density being arranged in an anti-
ferromagnetic ordering, at very low temperatures (below
the Néel temperature),14 it is therefore possible to rely
on the adequacy of athermal DFT calculations to provide
a reasonable description of the structural properties.

More specifically, we have used two different ap-
proaches. The first was to employ a semi-local (GGA)
DFT functional with the localized 4f -shell treated as a
core-like shell. This method is usually referred to as the
standard model or ionic model19 and has been employed
in the past for the study of lanthanide and rare-earth
systems.20 The main justification for this approach is
that it avoids an important drawback of local (LDA) and
semi-local (GGA) DFT functionals. By employing these
functionals, without imposing the frozen-core approxi-
mation, the localization of the 4f states is predicted to
be too weak, therefore, yielding a very strong hybridiza-
tion with the other valence states and much too large
density of states at the Fermi level. It is noteworthy of
mentioning that the standard model does not account
for all aspects of lanthanide-rare-earth electronic proper-
ties (such as magnetism) which need a more refined cou-
pling of the f -states with the remaining valence states.19

The second approach was based on a DFT+U methodol-
ogy that accounts for the on-site 4f -electron correlations

via an effective Hubbard-type potential. The 4f -electron
shell was treated as being part of the valence shells and
the magnitude of the effective Hubbard parameter was
chosen to minimize the overlap between the 4f and sp-
valence states. This approach is computationally as effi-
cient as conventional DFT and, therefore, well suited for
defect studies which require a large number of atoms and
electrons.

Using theses approaches we determined the configura-
tions and electronic structure of isolated hydrogen states
in Lu2O3. The geometrical configurations of interstitial
hydrogen were explored in detail for all possible charge
states that hydrogen can assume. From the minimum-
energy configurations, we further determined the electri-
cal levels of hydrogen, the induced defect levels in the
gap and resulting hyperfine constants.

Isolated hydrogen impurities are difficult to probe ex-
perimentally due to their high mobilities which favour
pairing with other defects.13,21,22 The use of microscopic
techniques like electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
or infrared (IR) vibrational spectroscopy in order to ob-
tain microscopic information about hydrogen configura-
tions and levels such as those calculated in this work
is thus limited to a couple of systems where hydrogen is
usually present in high concentrations.23–26 However, this
microscopic information about hydrogen configurations
can be obtained by using muonium (the bound state of a
positive muon with an electron) as a light pseudo-isotope
of hydrogen.27,28 Beams of positive muons are available
in international muon spin research (µSR) installations
and muonium spectroscopy has been successfully used
in order to determine muonium (and therefore hydro-
gen) charge-transition levels and sites, often in a syn-
ergistic approach with ab-initio studies.29–34 Moreover,
muonium spectroscopy can provide detailed informa-
tion about the electronic structure of muonium/hydrogen
through the hyperfine interaction.35–39 Such information
is almost non-existent for isolated hydrogen from any
other technique.40

Muon spin rotation measurements were completed on
a polycrystalline sample of Lu2O3. During this experi-
ment, magnetic fields up to 7 T were applied across the
sample in a direction perpendicular (transverse) to the
incoming muon spin polarization direction, at room tem-
perature (300 K) and at 2.5 K. Data analyses were per-
formed with the MSRFIT and WiMDA codes.41

The paper is thus organized as follows: Sec. II contains
an explanation of the theoretical methodology adopted in
the present work together with a description of the lattice
of Lu2O3. The obtained results on hydrogen structural
configurations, formation energies, local electronic states
and hyperfine constants are presented in Sec. III. In the
same section the µSR data and related analysis are also
provided. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Sec.
IV.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Part of the conventional cell of Lu2O3.
O is represented by the larger red spheres and Lu by the
smaller blue and green spheres, to distinguish between the two
different metal sites, M1 and M2, respectively. The structural
interstitial sites: voids and unoccupied sites of the lattice are
labelled accordingly.

II. THEORETICAL METHOD

The primitive unit cell of Lu2O3 consists of a 40-
atom body-centred cubic (BCC) structure,42 correspond-
ing to the space-group Ia3-(Th7) (N. 206), with a conven-
tional cell that can be represented as an 80-atom cubic
c-type structure (Fig. 1).42,43 The structure is formed
by 64 slightly distorted minicubes composed of O anions
at the vertices. Only 32 centres of these minicubes are
occupied by the Lu metal (M) cations, and the remain-
ing are empty (denoted as structural void-M sites). The
cations are positioned at two different crystallographic
symmetry sites, with M1 belonging to the 8b site and
M2 at the 24d site (Fig. 1). The anions are positioned
at the 48e crystallographic sites. The eight vertices of
the minicubes are occupied by six anions only, therefore
enabling an octahedral coordination for the cations.15,42

The unoccupied O vertices will be henceforth denoted as
unocc-O sites. For the M2-centred minicubes, three O
ions are positioned at one face of the cube, and the other
three are at the opposite face, all of the six anions being
equally distanced from the cation center (2.24 Å). The
vertices of the M1-centred minicubes are formed by four
O ions at one face and the other two at the opposite face -
the distance between the anions and the respective cation
center occurs with three different paired distances (2.30,
2.22, 2.20 Å).44 Fig. 1 represents part of the conven-
tional cell of luthetia denoted with the above mentioned
crystallographic sites (created by using the visualization
program VESTA45).

In the present theoretical study, two spin-polarized
DFT approaches were employed: the generalized-
gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew,
Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization;46 and the
DFT+U method, with PBE applied as the exchange-
correlation functional, and a Hubbard on-site potential

proposed by Dudarev et al.47

Within the DFT+U method, the potential energy is
supplemented with a Hubbard-like term. For the present
calculations, we employed the rotationally invariant ap-
proach proposed by Dudarev et al.,47 where the correc-
tion for the on-site interactions between the Lu f elec-
trons is expressed by a single Ueff parameter, where
Ueff = U −J , with U and J being screened Coulomb and
exchange parameters, respectively. This energy term has
the form

EDFT+U = EDFT +
U − J

2

∑

σ

[Tr (ρσ(1− ρσ))]

where ρ is the 7 × 7 density matrix of the f states and
σ denotes one of two spin orientations.15 When setting
Ueff = 0 eV, one recovers the semi-local functional limit.
Ueff is usually determined empirically, to fit some specific
physical property, typically the band-gap width.48

The value for Ueff was chosen to be 5.4 eV, which is
an adequate value in order to treat the localized f -states
of the lanthanide systems (Refs. 14 and 17 for more
details), whereas the p− and d−states, constituting the
upper valence-band and conduction-band, respectively,
were treated at the PBE level.
The referenced methods are implemented in the Vi-

enna Ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP)49–51 code,
which performs electronic structure calculations by em-
ploying plane-wave basis sets to expand the Kohn-Sham
wave-functions, thus taking advantage of the periodic-
ity of extended systems. Projector Augmented Wave
(PAW) pseudopotentials52,53 were applied and the lower
semi-core s and p shells of Lu were treated as valence
electrons. Moreover, due to the nature of the two DFT
approaches, two different sets of pseudopotentials for Lu
were used: for the semi-local PBE calculations, the f -
electrons are kept frozen inside the core region; whereas,
for DFT+U , the f -states are reconstructed as part of the
valence wavefunction.
For both methods, a plane-wave cut-off energy of

450 eV and an automatic mesh of 4× 4× 4 Monkhorst-
Pack grids54 were applied. The total energies and
the structural lattice relaxations were calculated by us-
ing these converged basis-sets. The lattice parameters
(Sec. III) were obtained by fitting the Birch-Murningham
equation of state to energy vs volume results.55

The formation energies of the hydrogen impurity, were
evaluated in supercells of 80-atom structures of the host
material. The formation energy of interstitial hydrogen is
defined as the energy needed to incorporate the impurity
in the host lattice and was determined for hydrogen in all
the charge states q = {−1, 0, +1} by following the pro-
cedure from Refs. 7, 33, 56, and 57. The corresponding
expression is:

Eform(H
q) = Etot(H

q)− Etot(bulk)−
1

2
Etot(H2)

+q(EF + EVBM +∆V ).
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Etot(H
q) is the total energy of the supercell with the

hydrogen impurity of charge q, Etot(bulk) is the total
energy of the bulk supercell and 1

2
Etot(H2) is the refer-

ence energy for hydrogen that is given by an H2 molecule
at T = 0.33,58 The Fermi level, EF, is referenced to the
valence-band maximum of the bulk supercell, EVBM. ∆V
denotes a correction term that aligns the average electro-
static potential of the defect supercell with that in the
bulk57 (and corresponds to the change of the reference
potential after introducing a defect).
The use of supercells is a natural choice in solid state

calculations, nevertheless one needs to take into account
problems arising from charged defects incorporated in the
system.59 A neutralizing background charge needs to be
introduced in order to cancel electrostatic divergences.59

Image-type corrections based on multipole expansion
were therefore added (up to the monopole-quadrupole
interaction) to the total energies of the charged systems.
These corrections were found to be in the range 0.1 eV
to 0.2 eV.
The hyperfine coupling represents an interaction be-

tween the electron spin density σ(r) with spin S, and
nuclei J with nuclear spin I:

H =

3
∑

i,j=1

SiAijIj

where i and j are the tensor components.
The hyperfine tensor, Aij can be written as the sum

of two interactions, a contact interaction (isotropic) and
a classical interaction (anisotropic):60

Aij =
1

2S
γJγeh̄

2 [(Aiso)ij + (Aani)ij ]

γJ is the nuclear Bohr magneton of nucleus J and γe the
electron Bohr magneton.
The contact term, known as the Fermi-contact is defined
as

(Aiso)ij =
8π

3
δij

∫

δ(r−R)σ(r)dr

which is proportional to the magnitude of the electron
spin density at the position of the nucleus. δij represents
the usual Kronecker delta (unit matrix).
The classical dipole-dipole contribution is:

(Aani)ij =

∫
[

3(r−R)i(r−R)j
|r−R|5

−
δij

|r−R|3

]

σ(r)dr

More complete overview regarding the numerical im-
plementation can be found in Refs. 60–62.
Convergence for the hyperfine parameters were ob-

tained for a higher plane-wave cut-off of 550 eV with
the same k-point sampling of 4× 4× 4 Monkhorst-Pack
grids.
The nuclear gyromagnetic ratios were taken from ex-

perimental values found at Ref. 63, with 1H=42.577
MHz/T, 175Lu=4.862 MHz/T and 16O=0.000 MHz/T.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electronic Bulk Properties

The bulk properties were calculated by applying the
two methods mentioned above. With PBE, we obtained
a0=10.37 Å as the lattice parameter value, whereas
with DFT+U this value decreases to a0=10.23 Å. The
PBE result is comparable to experimental data found in
Ref. 42, with a0=10.39 Å. The DFT+U value is slightly
lower, but compatible to other results obtained with the
Hubbard-U approach (a0=10.26 Å found in Ref. 15). It
was argued that inclusion of the U term often tends to
decrease the value of the lattice parameters.15

The calculated band-gap width, Eg=4.0 eV, is smaller
than the value measured experimentally and found in
the range 5.8-6.0 eV.64,65 This is expected when employ-
ing the semi-local functional. Also, the inclusion of the
Hubbard-U potential (which only acts on the f electrons)
does not increase the magnitude of the gap since the lat-
ter is principally defined by the position of the valence
p and conduction d states. The band gap obtained by
DFT+U is therefore again equal to 4.0 eV. It is notewor-
thy to mention that an earlier study, by employing the
DFT+U with a LDA functional, resulted in a smaller gap
width (3.2 eV).14

The site and angular-momentum projected density of
states (PDOS) (Fig. 2), provides a clear understand-
ing of the effect of the Hubbard term upon the f -states.
The upper valence-band of the oxide is formed by the
O p-states, which are hybridized with the f -states of
the metal. The conduction-band is formed mainly by
metal d-stateswith a small contribution of O p-states.
By setting Ueff = 0 eV, which is the limit of a purely
PBE calculation, one observes that the f -states are com-
pletely delocalized within the p valence band. By increas-
ing the Hubbard-U term, the f -states begin to localize
and shift in energy towards more negative values. The
value Ueff = 5.4 eV was found to be sufficient to localize
the f -states below the p valence-band states, therefore
not affecting the occupied-states that constitute the up-
per valence band. The width of the valence band is also
observed to decrease when the f -states do not interact
strongly with the p states.

Hydrogen Configurations and Formation Energy

Different initial interstitial hydrogen configurations
were considered, by placing the H impurity at several
positions in the lattice, near symmetry sites and different
inequivalent void and unoccupied sites (Fig. 1). This was
done for all charged states of hydrogen (H+, H− and H0).
Full structural relaxations were then carried out by both
DFT and DFT+U .

Three stable configurations were found for H0, in close
analogy with those found in the isostructural Yttrium
oxide.32 One stable configuration exists for the interstitial
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FIG. 2. (Color online) DFT+U partial site and angular
momentum projected density of states of bulk Lu2O3. The
three plots show the convergence of Ueff with respect to the
overlap of f -states with p-O states, performed by defining
Ueff = 0.0 eV, Ueff = 4.0 eV and Ueff = 5.4 eV. The valence-
band maximum is aligned at the zero-energy level.

unoccupied O site (unocc-O) and another for the intersti-
tial void metal at the M1-centre (void-M1) (Figs. 3 and
4, respectively). The resulting relative energies between
these two configurations imply that unocc-O is lower in
energy than void-M1, by either DFT or DFT+U .

A third stable H0 configuration found is a bond O-H
system (bond-O), where H binds to a O ion (Fig. 5). The
energy of this bond configuration is higher when com-
pared to the interstitial neutral configurations, a result
predicted by both DFT and DFT+U methods.

The same configurations, with similar relative energy
ordering, were found for the negatively-charged systems.
In contrast, for the H+ state, only the bond-O configura-
tions are found as energy-minima. It is noteworthy that
several nonequivalent bond-O configurations were ob-
tained for either charge state; therefore, only the lowest-
energy systems are discussed throughout the paper, and
are taken as the representative systems for the respective
charge states. Figs. 3, 4 and 5 were created by using the
visualization program VESTA.45

For the bond-O neutral system, the impurity atom
prefers to bind to an anion belonging to the equally dis-
tributed 6-fold mini-cube environment (void-M2). On
the other hand, for the charged states, H prefers to bond
to a O belonging to a void-M1 centre (bonded to the an-
ion that sits at the 2-coordination face). (Fig. 5) The
preferred configuration of the charged impurity will al-
low the lowering of steric effects which will in turn lower
the overall energy cost due to the overlapping electron
densities. The two O neighbour ions are brought closer
together due to H interaction, by about 0.30 Å. The O-

FIG. 3. (Color online) DFT+U stable H configuration for
the H0 and H− states. The H impurity (represented by the
small yellow sphere) stabilizes at an unoccupied O site.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Stable H configuration for the H0 and
H− states. The H impurity stabilizes at a void metal centre.
The top plot represents the void-M1 configuration (DFT+U)
and the bottom plot the void-M2 configuration (PBE). The
latter configuration is only found at the PBE level for the
neutral state and is not stable with DFT+U .
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FIG. 5. (Color online) DFT+U bond-O configurations of the
H impurity for the H0 (top) and H− (bottom) charge states.
The stable configuration for the H+ system is similar to the
H− state. The presented structures are the representative
lowest-energy bond-O configurations.

H bond of the negatively charged system is 1.00 Å and
the bond increases slightly for the positive charged sys-
tem, up to 1.01 Å. For the neutral system, the length of
the O-H bond is the same as the negatively charged sys-
tem, about 1.00 Å of length. These configurations show
a stronger lattice distortion, when compared to the in-
terstitial H configurations, which is more pronounced for
the positively charged states. At the close vicinity of the
impurity center, several Lu-O bonds ’deform’ from their
original lengths in order to accommodate the perturba-
tion caused by the impurity.
The stable configurations found by PBE and the

DFT+U are structurally very similar. The only excep-
tion was that within PBE an additional impurity con-
figuration was found for the neutral state: a void-M2

state, which is represented in Fig. 4 (bottom). When
employing DFT+U , this configuration is unstable with
H displacing to the closest O unoccupied vertex.

The overall results for the formation energies are
very similar, when comparison is made between the two
methods: amphoteric behavior of H is found for the
global ground-state energy structures. This compen-
sating behavior can be understood based on the posi-

tion of the charge-transition levels, E(q/q′), within the
gap. Based on Figs 6, we observe that the pinning level,
E(+/−), is positioned in the middle of the band-gap.
Also, a negative-U behaviour is observed since there is
an inversion of the ordering of the levels: the donor level,
E(+/0), lies above the acceptor level, E(0/−).7,56 This
suggests that the neutral configurations are never ther-
modynamically stable at any range of the Fermi-energy.

The energy ordering for the different impurity config-
urations is similar between the PBE and the DFT+U
results, but it is clearly evidenced that the transition-
levels for DFT+U are positioned at Fermi-level positions
of higher energies (in the gap) (Fig. 6, bottom).

For both methods, the formation energies show that
the most stable hydrogen configuration of the neutral and
negative charged systems is at the unocc-O site. For the
positive charged states, only the bond-O configuration
exists, although it occurs with different surrounding en-
vironments. For the neutral and negatively charged sys-
tems, higher-energy configurations also occur, and the
bond-O configurations are energetically less favourable
for both charged systems than the configuration with hy-
drogen at the void-M1 site (see Figs. 6). The fact that
this bond-O configuration is higher in energy than the
interstitial configurations is consistent with findings for
other oxides, i.e. Yttria,32 uranium oxide.66 For PBE,
the extra neutral configuration observed at the void-M2

site is lower in energy (by about 0.17 eV) than that at
the void-M1 centre. This configuration is not stable us-
ing DFT+U, allowing to conclude that the valence con-
tribution of the f -states has an influence in defining the
configurational space of the impurity.

For PBE, the pinning level E(+/−) lies deep in the
gap, E(+/−) = EVBM + 2.5 eV, when aligned to the
valence-band maximum (VBM). The donor level is posi-
tioned at E(+/0) = ECBM−0.2 eV, which is very close to
the conduction-band minimum (CBM), with the acceptor
level located at E(0/−) = EVBM+1.1 eV (Fig. 6). When
employing DFT+U , the transition levels are shifted to
higher energies, with E(+/−) = EVBM + 2.9 eV. The
donor level, E(0/+), of the lowest energy configuration,
is thereby shifted to an energy level above the CBM,
E(+/0) = ECBM + 0.2 eV, indicating that the electron
in very loosely bound. Nonetheless, the pinning level is
not sufficiently above (or close enough) to the CBM, to
allow for hydrogen to be a source of doping.7

For the higher energy, bond-O, configurations, the re-
spective pinning and the donor levels lie above the CBM
(observed for both methods). From these results we can
infer that a portion of these bond-type configurations
are shallow donor-like configurations with corresponding
donor and pinning levels interacting with the CB states.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Formation energy of the different hydrogen configurations as a function of the Fermi-level position. The
range of EF corresponds to the bulk theoretical band-gap with EF=0 aligned at the valence-band maximum. The formation
energies of the different geometrical configurations are represented by different line types and colors. The upper plot represents
the results obtained by employing the PBE exchange-correlation functional, where the f -electrons were treated as core-like
states. The lower plot represents the results obtained from DFT+U with the f -electrons treated as valence-states. The
thermodynamic charge-transition (electrical) levels are marked by the vertical lines.

Local Density of States and Electron-Density Iso-

surfaces

In order to probe the character of the defect-induced
levels inside the gap, the site and angular-momentum
projected (PDOS) of the different neutral geometrical
configurations were evaluated, by employing both levels
of theory (Figs. 7, 8 and 9). Since spin-polarised cal-
culations were carried out the PDOS plots display both
spin-channel components.
For the unocc-O and void-M1 configurations, the de-

fect levels are positioned quite close to the valence-band
(depicted in Figs. 7 and 8). For the unocc-O configu-
ration, and by applying DFT+U , the impurity level is
located 0.3 eV above the VBM, and for PBE it is 0.2 eV

(considering the spin-up states, where the impurity level
is closest to the VBM). For the void-M1 configuration,
the level is positioned at higher energies, although still
close to the VBM - 1.4 eV and 1.3 eV for DFT+U and
PBE, respectively.

Conversely, the oxygen-bond configurations differ from
the unoccupied and void configurations. By looking at
the PBE results, it is not possible to observe a defect
level inside the gap (Fig. 9). However, for DFT+U , a
small level (mainly of p and d contribution, and very low
portion due to s-states), is positioned inside the gap, and
very close to the CBM (∼ 0.2 eV below the CBM, with
the DFT+U bulk band-gap being of the order of ∼ 4.0
eV). One may observe that a very low concentration of
s-states of the impurity is delocalized at the CB. This
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Spin-polarised partial site and an-
gular momentum projected density of states of the unocc-
O configuration calculated by employing DFT+U (top) and
PBE (bottom). The valence-band maximum is aligned at the
zero-energy level.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Spin-polarised partial site and angu-
lar momentum projected density of states of the stable void-
M1 configuration calculated by employing DFT+U (top) and
PBE (bottom). The valence-band maximum is aligned at the
zero-energy level.

feature may suggest that the impurity electron is loosely
bound to H, allowing for the impurity to act as a shallow-
donor.

The electron-density isosurfaces of the neutral sys-
tems were evaluated with DFT+U , in order to provide a
more detailed information regarding the nature and lo-
calization of the impurity electron.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Partial site and angular momentum
projected density of states of the lowest energy bond-O con-
figuration calculated by employing DFT+U (top) and PBE
(bottom). The valence-band maximum is aligned at the zero-
energy level.

For the unocc-O and the void-M1 configurations, where
a defect level is positioned close to the VBM (Fig. 10),
one may observe that the isosurfaces possess a strong s-
type character with the electron centred at the impurity.
Contributions of p-states around the impurity, on the
next-neighbour O anions (depicted in Fig. 10), are also
seen and justified from the close proximity of the defect
level to the valence-band edge, which has essentially p-
character (Fig. 7).

For the bond-O systems, and similarly to what was
found in Ref. 32 for yttria and in Ref. 34 for cubic
zirconia, one may observe that the hydrogen electron is
trapped at the closest cation neighbours (Fig. 11 ). In
response to the formation of the impurity-anion bond,
significant lattice distortion takes place for these config-
urations. These are related to a change of oxidation state
of the corresponding anion (O2− to OH− state) causing
the lengths of the neighbouring bonds to adjust, thus
resulting in large rearrangements of the host lattice.67.
The resulting displacement field near the hydrogen im-
purity causes the defect electron to become trapped close
to the impurity atom, at a cation centre.68 This behav-
ior resembles the effects suggested by Cox et al.68 of a
polaron-type formation, where the polaron-center may
be shallow and therefore act as a donor-centre as well.
The impurity electron is trapped close to the hydrogen
nucleus, at nearby metal centres, and has predominantly
a conduction-band d-type character - the defect-level is
positioned quite close to the conduction-band allowing
the respective states to interact with each other (Fig.
11).
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FIG. 10. (Color online) DFT+U isosurfaces of the electron
charge densities for the neutral state of unocc-O and void-
M1 configurations. The atoms are represented by their ionic
radius, where O is depicted in red, Lu in blue/green and hy-
drogen in yellow.

FIG. 11. (Color online) DFT+U isosurfaces of the electron
charge densities for the neutral state of the representative,
lowest energy, bond-O configuration. The atoms are repre-
sented by their ionic radius, where O is depicted in red, Lu in
blue/green and hydrogen in yellow. The purple color of the
isosurface refers to positive values and the yellow to negative
values.

Hyperfine Constants

The calculations of the hyperfine tensors proved useful
in characterizing the neutral impurity centers, thus allow-
ing a direct comparison with the experimentally obtained
hyperfine constants measured by µSR. Only the DFT+U
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FIG. 12. (Color online) µSR time spectrum of a polycrys-
talline sample of Lu2O3, for an applied transverse magnetic
field B = 7 T, at T = 300 K. The beating of the diamagnetic
frequency and of the muonium ν12 line is clearly seen. The
red line is a fit as described in the text.

method was employed in this case, since it is within this
level of theory that the f -orbitals are treated correctly
as valence states. Moreover, it is also well known that a
pure PBE approach tends to delocalise the spin-density
of defect-centres.60

The calculations for the neutral interstitial hydrogen
configurations (hydrogen at the unoccupied unocc-O and
void-M1 sites) revealed a predominant isotropic compo-
nent with very small dipolar part. The Fermi-contact
isotropic constant, Aiso, was found equal to be 926 MHz
and 1061 MHz for the unocc-O and void-M1 configura-
tions, respectively. These results indicate that it is the
latter configuration which yields a higher spin localiza-
tion.

µSR results and analysis

The oxide sample used in the present study was ob-
tained commercially from Alfa-Aesar; REActon 99.995%.
The measurements were performed with the HiTime
spectrometer on the M15 surface muon channel at TRI-
UMF (Vancouver, Canada).
The µSR spectrum at T = 300 K, for an exter-

nal applied magnetic field B = 7 T, is shown in Fig.
12. A clear oscillating pattern is observed, which corre-
sponds to the beating between two frequencies identified
at νd = 948.96(2) MHz and at ν12 = 833.2(2) MHz. The
corresponding Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) is shown in
Fig. 13. νd corresponds to the expected Larmor fre-
quency of the diamagnetic muon at the applied field.
ν12 is a frequency characteristic of the 1 → 2 transition
in the field-dependent hyperfine spectrum of muonium,
the paramagnetic bound state of a positive muon with
an electron. In the high-field limit, this frequency cor-
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Fast-Fourier transform (FFT) of
the µSR time spectrum at room temperature, for an applied
transverse magnetic field B = 7 T, showing the presence of
the diamagnetic frequency at νd = 948.98(1) MHz and of the
muonium ν12 frequency at ν12 = 833.2(2) MHz.

responds to the ”flip” of the muon spin with electron
spin up and amounts to half of the spectral weight.38

The other half of the spectral weight corresponds to the
unobservable ν34 frequency characteristic of the 3 → 4
transition where the muon spin ”flips” with electron spin
down.
The time spectrum in Fig. 12 was thus analysed using

a sum of damped oscillations of the form:

A(t) = Adiae
−λdiat cos (2πνdiat+ φdia)

+AMue
−λMut cos (2πνMut+ φMu)

A room temperature calibration with a silver sample
at B = 7 T allowed to extract the maximum instru-
mental asymmetry Amax and therefore to measure the
fraction of muons thermalizing at the diamagnetic con-
figuration (fdia = Adia/Amax) and the fraction of muons
thermalizing at the paramagnetic muonium configuration
(fMu = 2AMu/Amax, where the multiplication by two
accounts for the unobservable v34 transition). We find
that fdia = 23(1)% and fMu = 46(3)%. The correspond-
ing relaxations were found to be λdia = 0.1(1)µ s−1 and
λMu = 6(1)µ s−1.
We begin the discussion of the experimental data by

noting that the experimental observations are consis-
tent with the presence of an isotropic hyperfine inter-
action. From the fitted value of ν12 we can easily es-
timate the value of the hyperfine interaction38,69 to be
Aiso = 3596.7(4) MHz. We have confirmed that ν12
varies as expected for this hyperfine interaction by per-
forming room-temperature measurements at B = 2 T
and at B = 4 T, obtaining ν12 = 1470.4(5) MHz and

ν12 = 1227.7(5) MHz, respectively. Both are consistent
with Aiso = 3597(1) MHz.

In order to compare this value with the calculated
values for hydrogen, we must take into account that
the hyperfine interaction for muonium is expected to
be higher than that for hydrogen by the factor 3.184
corresponding to the ratio of the magnetic moment
of the muon and that of the proton.40 The expected
value for the experimentally-measured hyperfine inter-
action, taking the correction into account, is equal to
Aiso = 1129.7(3) MHz. This means that the calculated
values for the unocc-O and void-M1 interstitial configura-
tions (see previous subsection) are lower than the exper-
imental value by 18% and 6%, respectively. These dis-
crepancies are judged satisfactory given the approximate
treatment of exchange and on-site correlation adopted in
the present work.

In fact, similar discrepancies have also been reported
recently between the hyperfine interactions calculated by
ab-initio methods and those measured experimentally.60

These authors report differences of about 15% to 20% in
the calculation of hyperfine interactions in solids using
the PBE functional, which notably decrease when using
a hybrid-functional (HSE06) approach. Also (and more
in relevance to the present work), in a recent study70 of
hyperfine parameters of neutral hydrogen configurations
in zirconia, the isotropic constants calculated within PBE
were smaller to those obtained by HSE06 by as much as
10 % (for a fixed plane-wave cutoff energy). Taking into
account that the calculated values of the hyperfine inter-
actions for the unocc-O and void-M1 interstitial config-
urations are themselves different by less than 15%, it is
not possible to assign the experimentally observed muo-
nium state to a specific configuration from the value of
the hyperfine interaction alone. The observed value is
nevertheless consistent with the calculated values. It is
also important to note that a slight variation of the value
of the hyperfine interaction of muonium with respect to
that of hydrogen is expected due to the different zero-
point motion of the muon and of the proton.

A measurement at 2.5 K indicates that the same
isotropic state is present at low-temperatures, albeit with
a smaller fraction (∼ 20%) and a slightly larger hyper-
fine interaction Aiso = 3629(2) MHz, corresponding to
Aiso = 1139.8(6) MHz after taking the referred mag-
netic moment ratio into account. The investigation of
the corresponding temperature dependence is ongoing
and will be published elsewhere. We however note that
the slight decrease of the hyperfine interaction with in-
creasing temperature is a well known effect of the onset
of lattice vibrations.38,69 The different formation prob-
ability also relate to the muonium formation process
and is a temperature-dependent process.71–73 The in-
crease of the formation probability of the observed muo-
nium state with increasing temperature is reflected in
the corresponding decrease of the unobservable fraction
of muon spin polarization (missing fraction), the diamag-
netic fraction remaining sensibly constant. This missing
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fraction is associated to muons whose spin polarization is
lost during the thermalization process and therefore re-
flects the presence of another paramagnetic state, either
as a precursor or as a final state.71–73

The diamagnetic fraction is likely associated to muons
thermalizing as Mu+ in oxygen-bond configurations and
the large missing fraction is probably associated to the
formation of muonium in the lower-energy interstitial
sites.
In short, these results basically reveal the formation

of an atom-like muonium configuration with an hyper-
fine interaction of 3629(2) MHz at low temperatures, in
line with the calculated values for any of the interstitial
positions of hydrogen in Lu2O3. Together with the muo-
nium state directly observable spectroscopically, there is
evidence of the presence of another atom-like state, possi-
bly a precursor configuration. Although the experimental
data do not provide a direct identification of the muo-
nium site corresponding to the directly observed state,
it possibly corresponds to muonium thermalizing at the
ground state configuration in the unocc-O site. The un-
derstanding of the muonium formation process in Lu2O3

is likely to allow a more definitive assignment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Calculations of the H impurity were carried out in
Lu2O3 by employing two levels of theory: DFT with the
semi-local PBE functional and DFT+U . Whereas within
the semi-local approximation the f -states of Lu are taken
as being core-states, with the DFT+U these are correctly
treated as localized valence states.
Results between the two methods predict similar sta-

ble configurations for the impurity, with the neutral H
impurity stabilizing at an unoccupied O site, unocc-O,
and to a void metal centre, void-M1. The former is lower
in energy and therefore the ground-state configuration in
the lanthanide oxide. An higher-energy configuration is
also predicted, where the hydrogen binds to a neighbour
anion O, bond-O configuration. The negative charged
systems also indicate a similar energetic stability of the
three mentioned configurations. On the other hand, the
bond-O configurations are the only possible configura-

tions for the positively charged systems.
From the formation energies, we observed that by tak-

ing into account the lowest-energy configurations of the
three charge states of H, amphoteric behavior is pre-
dicted. DFT+U calculations show that the donor level is
positioned above the CBM and the pinning level inside
the gap. This indicates that despite its compensating
character, the H electron at the donor configuration is
loosely bound to the impurity atom. By comparison, and
considering the metastable bond-O configurations (of the
three charge states), we observe both pinning-level and
donor level above the CBM. On the other hand, the plot-
ted isosurfaces of the neutral bond-O configuration indi-
cates a polaron-type character, where the electron from
the impurity is trapped at a metal centre, and interacting
with a portion of the conduction-band states.
The hyperfine interactions have been calculated for the

neutral interstitial (unocc-O and void-M1) configurations
of hydrogen leading to isotropic (Fermi-contact) constant
equal to 926 and 1061 MHz, respectively. These results
are in good agreement with the measurements of muo-
nium spectroscopy which infer a neutral fraction with a
strong isotropic hyperfine interaction of similar magni-
tude.
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